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Motto of the Day

Any mistake worth
making once is well

worth repeating.



Back to the New Market Basics

• Evangelic Aphorisms
• Looking Backwards
• Advent of the Wholesale Power Market
• California's Romance With Centralized Markets
• Where Are We Now?
• What really happened at Enron?
• Whither competition?
• Enforcement?
• Recovery?
• Transparency?



Seductive Aphorisms

• Each of these aphorisms came close to ruling the world
• Turn the other cheek  
• Let a hundred blossoms bloom, let a hundred philosophies contend
• To each according to his need, from each according to his ability
• Price = Marginal Cost

• Our seductive aphorism luckily doesn't lead to setting our neighbor's
house afire

• Unfortunately, when in an aphoristic daze, we can still do quite a bit
of damage



Looking Backwards

• The electric business started with a battle between AC and DC
• At stake was the issue of central stations
• Central stations were too expensive -- so expensive that Tom

Edison's firm went under
• His secretary, Sam Insull, left Wall Street and set up in Chicago --

like Henry Ford
• He was the Ken Lay of his time





Sam Went Under in 1932

• Your grandparents lost their savings in the crash
• The reforms brought forth the Securities and Exchange Commission,

the Public Utilities Holding Company Act, and the Federal Power
Commission (also known as the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission)

• Insull's contrbution to the industry was cost plus regulation
• He was so successful that goldpalting became the rule for the next

forty years
• Sam died penniless on the Paris subway



Goldplated Resources

• By the late 1970s and early 1980s, resources cost as much as
$4,000/kW

• As a backlash against these abuses, PURPA was passed
• Natural gas fired units proved reliable, inexpensive, and easily

developed
• Resource prices fell to $500/kW -- inexpensive enough to offset the

price of natural gas



Advent of the Wholesale Power Market

• The wholesale power market was a mistake
• Peter Johnson, the BPA administrator at the beginning of the 1980s,

decided to sell rather than allocated non-firm hydroelectricity
• We all knew it was a plot
• Instead it worked fabulously well
• In the late 1980s FERC even approved of the fait accompli and 1991

actually approved of market prices
• BPA provided open access transmission (semi-open access -- the

price was low, but you had to spend weeks bonding with lonely
bureaucrats)

• The markets elicited unused supplies -- mainly from PNW industrials
-- and prices crashed



Competition Blossomed

• Many buyers/many sellers
• Few barriers to entry
• Easy mechanics
• Open cry negotiations



California's Romance With Centralized
Markets

• After the Second Wortld War, Britain decided to protect employment
and nationalized the electric industry

• By the 1980s they had succeeded brilliantly:
• prices were high
• reliability was low
• employment was astromical

• Britain "liberalized" their industry by establishing a centralized market
with mandatory rules

• The market has been successful, but only compared to its alternative
• Amazingly, California decided that this was the appropriate solution
• Of course, the result was less open than the existing markets with

rules prohibiting most transactions, high barriers to entry, massive
complexity and bureaucracy



Where Are We Now?

• Opporunity cost is dominating the open markets from the centralized
administerd markets

• Entry is difficult -- even exit isn't all that easy
• Paula Green once estimated that administrative overhead

contributed 10% to total costs at the California ISO
• Transparency is low, complexity is high



Holden Salisbury: "TXU, this is Holden"
Norm Bertheson: "Hey Holden, Norm Bertheson at Cirro?"
Holden Salisbury: "Yes sir."
Norm Bertheson: "Anything happening here in some of the short
term power?"
Holden Salisbury: "Um, it's not looking too good right now. I don't
think I'm going to have
anything to offer."
Norm Bertheson: "Nothing available?"
Holden Salisbury: "I just don't have anything…"
Norm Bertheson: "Where's all the energy going?"
Holden Salisbury: "It's cold man."
Norm Bertheson: "I mean, it is, but hell, nobody's at work. Very few
people. I mean…"
Holden Salisbury: "I don't know."
Norm Bertheson: "Strange. Strange how we can have 56,000 available
in the summertime and we
can't get 40 together in the wintertime."
Holden Salisbury: "Yea. I don't know. I mean there's units that are
down in the state."
Norm Bertheson: "What units are down?"
Holden Salisbury: "I don't know but I know there are some. Look, I've
gotta go man."
Norm Bertheson: "Alright."2

Holden Salisbury Clarifies the Situation



What really happened at Enron?

• Enron was a high class Ponzi scheme from the early 1990s until the
end.

• The general consensus is that they were technically dead by 1999.
• At that point SPE "trigger events" needed over $2 billion in cash

earnings by the end of 2001.
• As far as we can reconstruct, Enron management sent their traders

out to rape and main in mid-1999.



God and Man at Enron
March 9, 2001



Project Stanley



Silver Peak II



So What Really Happened 
On May 22, 2000





Per Se Anti-Trust

• Why could Enron gamble such huge amounts on these arcane
schemes?

• Clearly, only precognition would explain that their willingness to take
this risk

• Internal Enron presentations did not show any evidence of the
impending crisis



Why did Enron go bankrupt?

• The rapid disappearance of the crisis after westside price controls
were imposed took Enron by surprise

• Cash deposits were a major part of their cash flow
• As prices fell, the deposits had to be returned
• Cash -- always a vulnerability of Ponzi schemes -- became scarce





Where is Enron now?

• Class A office space on the top of Houston Center -- looking down at
the Four Seasons

• Five hundred employees -- at least one hundred involved in litigation
• Additional outside counsel on major cases
• Two large data bases of documents -- Livelink and CDMS
• Several square block warehouses of documents
• A square block server farm



Whither competition?

• Very, very, very little has changed from 2000
• No additional reporting standards
• No oversight changes
• Muddled rules and disoriented regulators
• FERC trial staff have been ordered to "keep it simple"
• Judge critical of Enron was mysteriously replaced two months ago



Enforcement?



Overcharge Recovery?Overcharge Recovery?

• Awaiting at FERC and in the courts
• Preliminary evidence is that the Niners are not impressed by FERC's

go slow approach
• Don't expect a windfall before 2006 (2006!)
• Why do we even care?



Transparency?

• The unemployed brother in law rule:   If you can't explain the market
to your unemployed brother in law, you can't expect to survive

• No real reforms have prevailed.
• None are expected.
• We have never discovered a single "trading strategy" that did not

involve fraud.
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